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Liquid-vapor coexistence in fluids of dipolar hard dumbbells and spherocylinders
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Fluids of dipolar hard spheres are thought to have rather unusual phase behavior in that liquid-vapor
equilibrium has not been observed in computer simulations. Recently, McGrother and Jackson@Phys. Rev.
Lett. 76, 4183 ~1996!# have reported Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo~GEMC! results for dipolar hard sphero-
cylinders. At the reduced temperatureT* 50.12 they report liquid-vapor coexistence for aspect ratiosL/D
*0.19, but no coexistence was found for smaller values. In the present paper we investigate the phase behavior
of dipolar hard dumbbells and dipolar hard spherocylinders using both GEMC and grand canonical Monte
Carlo methods. For both models at the same reduced temperature we find liquid-vapor coexistence for aspect
ratios as low as 0.1. For aspect ratios&0.1, the strong dipolar interactions create severe sampling problems and
reliable results cannot be obtained. This is particularly true for the GEMC method and possibly accounts for
the disagreement we find with the earlier simulations.@S1063-651X~99!08502-5#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Fx, 05.70.Fh, 75.50.Mm, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations have shown that fluids of dipo
spheres have rather unusual and interesting phase beh
@1–5#. For example, such models form both isotropic a
ferroelectric fluid phases@1,2#. However, for dipolar hard~or
soft! spheres, where dispersion interactions are absent
the only attractive interactions are due to the dipole-dip
potential, no liquid-vapor coexistence has been found@3–5#.
Thus, rather than the three fluid phases one would ex
~i.e., vapor, isotropic liquid, ferroelectric liquid!, only two
have been observed.

In recent simulations, McGrother and Jackson@6# have
examined liquid-vapor coexistence in fluids of dipolar ha
spherocylinders of varying aspect ratioL/D. Since the di-
poles are embedded at the center of the spherocylinders
are directed along the long axis, in the limitL50 these par-
ticles become dipolar hard spheres. Employing Gibbs
semble Monte Carlo~GEMC! calculations these authors re
port liquid-vapor coexistence for certain values ofL/D.
More precisely, for a fixed temperature and dipole mom
they find an ‘‘island’’ of liquid-vapor coexistence. For ex
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ample, for the reduced temperatureT* 5kTD3/m2

50.12 (m is the dipole moment,k the Boltzmann constant
andT the absolute temperature!, they find liquid-vapor coex-
istence for aspect ratios between;0.19 and;0.28, but only
a single fluid phase for values ofL/D smaller or larger than
these limits. McGrother and Jackson conclude that their
culations confirm that dipolar hard spheres (L50) do not
have liquid-vapor coexistence, at least for temperatures
low asT* 50.1.

The work discussed in the present paper was begun
study of dipolar hard dumbbells, which are of interest f
various reasons@7#. This model is similar to dipolar hard
spherocyclinders in that dipolar hard spheres are recovere
zero aspect ratio. Further, for small aspect ratios we wo
expect the phase behavior of this model to closely resem
that of the dipolar hard spherocylinders. However, empl
ing both GEMC @8# and grand canonical Monte Carl
~GCMC! @9# methods, we observed coexistence behav
which differed from that reported by McGrother and Jacks
@6#. Also, we were unable to completely reproduce their
sults for dipolar hard spherocylinders. In particular, atT*
50.12 we agree with McGrother and Jackson for larger
pect ratios, but we find evidence of liquid-vapor coexisten
for aspect ratios as low as 0.1, which disagrees with th
observations. We argue that the discrepancies between
results and those of McGrother and Jackson arise becaus

-
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TABLE I. GEMC coexistence results for dipolar hard dumbbells and spherocylinders.N is the number of particles,U is the average
configurational energy, andmg and m l are the chemical potentials of the gas and liquid phases, respectively. The packing fractioh
5rVHC , whereVHC is the particle volume.

L/D T* N cycles hg mg h l m l (U/NkT)g (U/NkT) l

Dumbbells
0.20 0.111 400 177000 0.00560.002 20.82 0.2460.02 20.70 26.7 210.1
0.20 0.120 400 130000 0.01460.003 20.78 0.2160.03 20.92 26.7 28.5
0.20 0.122 400 135000 0.01260.005 20.82 0.1960.04 20.80 26.3 28.4
0.20 0.125 400 300000 0.01260.005 20.75 0.1860.04 20.75 25.8 27.9
0.26 0.100 400 105000 0.00760.002 20.74 0.2760.02 20.92 26.9 210.4
0.26 0.111 400 108000 0.01060.003 20.72 0.2060.02 20.88 25.2 28.4
0.26 0.120 400 108000 0.02260.004 20.74 0.1460.03 20.70 24.9 26.9
0.50 0.075 364 90000 0.00760.002 20.57 0.2960.01 20.54 26.3 210.3
0.50 0.085 364 50000 0.01760.004 20.53 0.2260.02 20.53 24.9 28.0
0.50 0.089 364 90000 0.01960.005 20.54 0.2260.03 20.52 24.4 26.9
0.75 0.060 364 130000 0.02360.006 20.48 0.2760.03 20.41 28.7 211.3
0.75 0.065 364 110000 0.02860.006 20.46 0.2160.03 20.45 27.7 29.4
0.75 0.068 364 70000 0.03260.006 20.43 0.2060.03 20.43 26.8 28.5
0.75 0.070 364 80000 0.03560.008 20.43 0.1660.03 20.43 26.1 27.9

Spherocylinders
0.10a 0.12 512 260000 0.0260.01 20.91 0.1360.01 20.98 211.1 211.4
0.15b 0.12 512 386000 0.00360.0015 20.86 0.2060.02 21.01 25.2 29.9
0.18c 0.12 512 306000 0.002560.001 20.81 0.1860.015 20.98 24.6 29.0
0.20d 0.12 512 500000 0.00460.001 20.78 0.1760.02 21.01 24.8 28.4
0.24e 0.12 512 300000 0.01460.014 20.76 0.1660.01 20.88 24.5 27.5

aInitial conditionsN15256,h150.036,N25256,h250.090.
bInitial conditionsN15256,h150.032,N25256,h250.096.
cInitial conditions from last configuration of run atL/D50.20,N15122,h150.0047,N25390,h250.1634.
dInitial conditionsN15256,h150.010,N25256,h250.102.
eInitial conditionsN15256,h150.093,N25256,h250.093.
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Monte Carlo sampling becomes extremely poor for sm
aspect ratios@10#. Reliable GEMC and GCMC calculation
appear to be all but impossible for dipolar hard sphere
temperatures and densities where condensation might be
pected to occur. The problem is particularly severe for
GEMC method because head-to-tail association of the d
lar particles greatly restricts volume fluctuations and rend
the method very unreliable at low temperatures. If one
unaware that the method is failing, incorrect conclusio
about the phase behavior at low aspect ratios may be dra
Our experience suggests that better simulation methods
be necessary before any final conclusion can be reac
about whether or not liquid-vapor coexistence exists for
polar hard spheres.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The hard dumbbell model we consider consists of t
spheres of diameterD with a distanceL separating their cen
ters. Hard spherocylinders consist of a cylinder of lengthL
with hemispherical caps of diameterD at each end. In both
cases, point dipoles are placed at the particle centers an
directed along the long axis. Thus the pair potentialsu(12)
are of the form

u~12!5uHC~12!2
m2

r 3
@3~m̂1• r̂ !~m̂2• r̂ !2m̂1•m̂2# , ~1!
ll
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whereuHC(12) is the hard-core interaction,m is the dipole
moment,m̂i is a unit vector along the dipole of particlei, r̂ is
a unit vector associated with the interparticle vectorr and
r 5ur u. A thermodynamic state of a system of dipolar ha
dumbbells or spherocylinders can be completely determi
by specifying the reduced temperatureT* 5kTD3/m2 and
the packing fractionh5rVHC, wherer5N/V is the number
density andVHC is the volume of a hard dumbbell„VHD
5(pD3/6)@11(3/2)(L/D)2(1/2)(L/D)3#… or spherocylin-
der „VHSC5(pD3/6)@11(3/2)(L/D)#….

The GEMC and GCMC calculations were carried out
the conventional manner@8,9#. Periodic boundary conditions
were applied and the Ewald summation method@11# was
employed to take account of the long-range dipolar inter
tions. The dielectric constant of the surrounding continu
was taken to be infinity. GEMC results for both dipolar ha
dumbbells and dipolar hard spherocylinders are given
Table I. Some simulation details are also included. Note t
n GEMC cycles consisted ofnN/2 trial translational plus
rotational moves,nN/2 trial box exchange moves (N is the
total number of particles in the simulation! and n volume
changes. We remark that in the GEMC simulations the nu
ber of particles in the gas box is generally small and differ
from the number in the liquid box. This could influence th
quantitative results@12#, but here we are only attempting t
get the correct qualitative picture.

GCMC calculations were carried out only for dipolar ha
dumbbells. These employed a cubical cell and each GC
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cycle consisted of;N translational plus rotational moves
;4N particle insertions, and;N/2 particle deletions~a cor-
rection was applied for this bias!. The location of the phase
transition~signaled by an abrupt change in density! was first
roughly determined by scanning the chemical potential up
down depending on whether the starting point was a vapo
a liquid. Then several much longer runs~typically 20 000
cycles! at fixed chemical potential in the vicinity of the tran
sition were used to refine our estimate of the transition d
sity. Scanning the chemical potential in GCMC simulatio
is a good way to detect the existence of phase transiti
However, the method does not necessarily locate the c
isting densities. In practice, there is always some hyster
observed for upward and downward scans, and, while
‘‘apparent transition’’ must surely occur at a density som
where between the spinodal and coexistence values, th
sults determined by this method should not be regarded
precise determination of the coexistence curve. In the GC
calculations the number of particles present at the transi
varied quite widely for the different systems and state para
eters. Typically, 100–200 particles were present on the
uid side. For theL/D50.1 case, where the sampling w
most difficult, two test runs approximately doubling th
sample volume were performed and the results are inclu
in Fig. 1~a!. We note that the apparent transition occurs
somewhat lower densities for the larger systems but that
qualitative behavior is unchanged. In GCMC calculations

FIG. 1. Liquid-vapor coexistence points for dipolar hard dum
bells as determined by GEMC and GCMC simulations. Results
L/D values up to 0.26 are shown in~a! and forL/D50.5 and 0.75
in ~b!. For L/D50.1, GCMC points are shown forN5155 andN
5289 atT* 50.12 and forN590 andN5192 atT* 50.14. Note
that GCMC vapor densities were not obtained for all temperatu
and aspect ratios.
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might expect the liquid to remain metastable at lower den
ties for larger systems and this could be the main contri
tion to the observed system size dependence. On the
side, the densities are low and often far fewer particles w
present. Thus, the gas densities must be regarded as
uncertain. Also, due to these difficulties, we only attemp
to obtain gas densities for some aspect ratios at the m
elevated temperatures using the GCMC method. Thus, s
gas densities are ‘‘missing’’ from the GCMC results plott
in Figs. 1 and 2.

CoexistenceT* vs h plots for dipolar hard dumbbells
with aspect ratios ranging from 0.1 to 0.75 are shown in F
1. For L/D50.2, 0.26, 0.5, and 0.75, results obtained us
both GEMC and GCMC methods are shown, although b
methods have not been applied for all values ofT* . For
L/D50.1, the GEMC method~starting with equal densities
in each box! did not achieve phase separation forT* 50.14
and 0.12 and calculations at lower temperatures were
attempted. We believe that the GEMC method is less relia
than the GCMC method at small aspect ratios and this
discussed in detail below. We note that for aspect ratios
tween 0.2 and 0.75, the GEMC and GCMC results are in
agreement and indicate that the critical temperature
creases with increasing aspect ratio. Some of the discrep
between the GEMC and GCMC results likely reflects sa
pling problems, which become severe as the aspect rat
reduced. It should also be kept in mind that the GEM
method gives, at least in principle, the coexistence cu
whereas this is not necessarily true of the GCMC method
applied here. In GCMC calculations the liquid or vapor sta
may remain metastable as one scans the chemical pote
and it is possible that the GCMC results more closely follo
the spinodal rather than the coexistence curve. This co
account for some of the difference between the GEMC a
GCMC results at temperatures significantly below the criti
temperature.

In order to compare with the earlier results of McGroth
and Jackson@6#, in Fig. 2 we have plotted the coexistin
densities as a function ofL/D for T* 50.12 @this is compa-
rable with Fig. 4~b! of @6#! #. Both GEMC and GCMC results
are given for dipolar hard dumbbells and GEMC results

-
r

s

FIG. 2. Coexisting densities for dipolar hard dumbbells and
polar hard spherocylinders as a function of the aspect ratio forT*
50.12. The open circles and open triangles are, respectiv
GEMC and GCMC results for dipolar dumbbells. The solid squa
are the present GEMC results for dipolar spherocylinders and
solid circles are the previous results of McGrother and Jackson@6#.
Note that GCMC vapor densities were not obtained forL/D
50.20 and 0.10.
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plotted for dipolar hard spherocylinders. The results of M
Grother and Jackson are also included. Considering first
spherocylinder case, we note that atL/D50.24 our results
agree~within combined uncertainties,;60.03) with those
of McGrother and Jackson. However, atL/D50.2 there is a
serious discrepancy in the densities of the liquid phase. F
thermore, for aspect ratios&0.19, McGrother and Jackso
report no phase separation whatsoever, whereas we ob
phase separation forL/D values as small as 0.1. AtL/D
50.1 our GEMC results also appear to be tending toward
‘‘closed loop’’ with the phase transition disappearing f
smaller values ofL/D. However, as discussed below, fo
small aspect ratios the sampling is very poor and the GE
method is unreliable. In all likelihood, the large and sign
cant discrepancies between our results and those of
Grother and Jackson forL/D&0.20 arise because as the a
pect ratio is reduced, the sampling becomes so poor th
very difficult to achieve anything close to converged equil
rium states@10#.

For dipolar hard dumbbells, the GCMC and GEMC r
sults are in good agreement forL/D>0.20 and also lie quite
close to the dipolar hard spherocylinder curve as we wo
expect because the models are physically similar for sm
aspect ratios. ForL/D50.1 the GCMC calculations indicat
phase separation@see Fig. 1~a!# in an apparently smooth con
tinuation of the results for higher aspect ratios. Howev
starting with equal densities in each box~see discussion be
low!, the GEMC method did not achieve phase separa
even after very long runs~800 000 cycles!. For dipolar hard
dumbbells GEMC calculations were not carried out for
pect ratios between 0.1 and 0.2. For aspect ratios sm
than 0.1, the GCMC sampling was not good enough to p
duce reliable results, but it is possible that coexistence d
exist for aspect ratios all the way down to the dipolar ha
sphere limit. If this were true, assuming a smooth extrapo
tion, one would expect a reduced critical temperature
;0.18 and a very low critical density for dipolar har
spheres. However, current Monte Carlo methods may no
capable of producing reliable results for the phase beha
of dipolar hard spheres in the relevant region of tempera
and density.

We now discuss the sampling problems in more det
Both the GEMC and GCMC methods require moves t
involve particle insertions and deletions. If the aspect ratio
sufficiently small, then at low temperatures and densities
dipolar particles tend to ‘‘associate’’ into ‘‘chains.’’ Thi
tendency may well be artificially enhanced by the perio
boundary conditions applied in the simulations. In any ca
the dipole-dipole interactions within these chains are v
strong and as the temperature or aspect ratio is lowered
probability of achieving successful deletion or inserti
moves becomes very small. It is this problem alone, wh
eventually kills the GCMC method for small aspect rati
and low temperatures. In the GEMC case this problem
even more severe because a deletion and an insertion mu
achieved simultaneously, hence lowering the probability o
successful move still further.

In addition to this problem, which occurs for both sim
lation methods, the GEMC method has an additional seri
sampling problem also associated with the dipolar asso
tion or chaining. In the GEMC method, moves that invol
-
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changing the volume of both simulation cells while mai
taining the total volume fixed are necessary in order
achieve mechanical equilibrium. The formation of associa
species greatly restricts the volume fluctuations. Physica
this is not difficult to understand. Particle association int
duces a very short length scale into the system and fro
simulation viewpoint, it behaves as though it were mu
denser than it actually is. In practice, we find that even
polar pairing greatly reduces the probability of success
volume contractions. It is this additional sampling proble
coupled with the requirement for simultaneous insertions
deletions that greatly restricts the usefulness of the GE
method for these systems.

From a practical standpoint, sampling problems in t
GEMC method become evident mainly because the res
obtained begin to depend strongly on the initial conditio
Moreover, to confuse matters still further, even for very lo
simulation runs, apparent ‘‘convergence’’ to different sta
can be observed. As an example, in Fig. 3 we have plo
the densities in each cell as a function of the number
Monte Carlo cycles for the same system begun with differ
initial conditions. The run shown in Fig. 3~a! was begun with
the same number of particles in each cell. We see that
;200 000 cycles the system does very little and one co
easily conclude that no phase change occurs at these
parameters. However, at;200 000 cycles the system
achieves a clear phase separation, the densities appe
rapidly equilibrate, and then remain essentially unchange
the run is extended to nearly 600 000 cycles. However,
too is misleading. Figure 3~b! shows another run for the
same system begun with unequal numbers of particles
each cell. We see that as this run converges, the vapor p
obtained is significantly less dense than that achieved in
3~a!. We could give additional examples but this is sufficie
to demonstrate that there are serious sampling problems
the GEMC method for small aspect ratios and low tempe
tures. Furthermore, as evidenced by Fig. 3~a!, it would not be
difficult to be ‘‘fooled’’ into incorrect conclusions by appar
ent convergence when in fact the GEMC method has
found the true equilibrium states.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated the liquid-vapor ph
behavior of fluids of dipolar hard dumbbells and dipolar ha
spherocylinders. Employing both GEMC and GCMC me
ods we report liquid-vapor coexistence for aspect ratios ra
ing between 0.1 and 0.75. It is observed that the criti
temperature drops as the aspect ratio is increased.

In contrast with earlier GEMC calculations of McGroth
and Jackson@6# for dipolar hard spherocylinders, atT*
50.12 we find evidence for liquid-vapor coexistence for a
pect ratios as small as 0.1. At this reduced temperature,
Grother and Jackson found no liquid-vapor coexistence
L/D&0.19. Our results agree with those of McGrother a
Jackson for larger aspect ratios but not for the smaller valu
We believe that the disagreement between our calculat
and those of McGrother and Jackson is due to the fact
the GEMC sampling becomes very poor for small asp
ratios at the temperatures and densities where condens
occurs. The results obtained are unreliable and one ca
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FIG. 3. Instantaneous densities for dipolar hard spherocylinders atL/D50.10 andT* 50.12 from GEMC simulations with differen
initial conditions. The initial conditions are~a! N15256,h150.090,N25256,h250.090; ~b! N15256,h150.036,N25256,h250.090.
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easily mislead into incorrect conclusions by apparent con
gence even though true equilibrium has not been reache

The origin of the convergence problems lies with the te
dency of dipolar particles with small aspect ratio to assoc
into chainlike structures at low temperatures and densit
These chains are energetically very stable and their pres
greatly reduces the probability of successful insertion a
deletion moves in both the GEMC and GCMC methods,
the problem is more severe in the GEMC method wh
insertions and deletions must be carried out simultaneou
It is the insertion-deletion problem alone that limits t
GCMC method. However, for the GEMC method there is
additional serious problem in that the presence of associ
dipolar species greatly reduces the probability of succes
moves involving volume contractions. This clearly genera
sampling problems and acts to prevent the large volume fl
tuations necessary for phase separation.

The severity of the GEMC sampling problems for the
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dipolar systems does not appear to have been fully appr
ated in earlier work@3,6#, and it is possible that a liquid
vapor transition has not been observed for dipolar hard~or
soft! spheres simply because the sampling is extremely p
Our calculations suggest that the possibility of liquid-vap
coexistence for dipolar hard spheres should be left open
least until the question is further explored with more reliab
sampling methods.
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